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DISCOURSE ANALYSIS : AN INTRODUCTION

Discourse is a way in which knowledge is articulated in historical society
and social institutions. According to Michel Foucault, discoursive practices
are characterized by selecting the field of objects, defining a legal perspective
fbr object of knowledgel, establishing the form of developing concept and the-
ory: "Discoursive practices are not just ways of producing discourse. They are

formed in technical meetings, within institutions, and behavioral patterns, in
types of conveying and diffusion, in pedagogical fbrms, which at the same time
impose it and supportit."2 Establishing the discoursive relationship between the

philosophy of music3, musicology, and music is the way of contextualization
(placing the identification) or decontextualization (replacing and multiplying
the identification) by which the institution of philosophy of music, institution of
musicology, and institution of music advocate (represent) musical artwork as well
as the constitutive or indirect texts on music as art or acts within culture.

Discourses of the philosophy of music are mediating institutions which, to
use analogy derived from Louis Althusser4, represcnt (advocate) music and every

1 MiSel Fuko, Rryeii i stvari (Les mots et les choses), Beograd, Nolit, 1971, p. 141-181,
383425.

2 MiSet Frtko, Predavanja (Rtsumd des cours 1970-1982), Novi Sad, Bratstvo-jedinstvo,
1990, p. 10.

3 Aesthetics of music denotes the general philosophical 'science' on sense knowledge
of music. Aesthetics of music is constituted as a general philosophical theory on music and

discourses on music, that emphasize: musical reception, musical valuation, conceptual musi-
cal representation through philosophical 'tools' and poetics of music. Philosophy of music
provides three approaches to the ar1 of music: (1) represents music for special philosophical
lnowledge and lnstitutions, this generates the phenomenology of music, the ontology of
music, th-e philosophy of meaningin music, etc; (2) provides a legitimate meta-hierarchical
relation between music as a scientific object and separate sciences on music; and (3) offers a

philosophical interpretation of musical artwork, experience, and understanding or their inter-
pretation. Very often lerms 'aesthetics' and 'philosophy' of music are used synonymously.

4 Nenari Mi5devi6, Markrizam i post-strukturalistiika kretanja. Althusser, Deleuze, Fottcault
(Marxism arul poststructuralist tendencies. Althusser, Deleuze, Foucault), Rijeka, biblioteka
'Prometej' , 197 5, p. 72.
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speech or writing (ecriture) on music within the domain of philosophical, scien-
tific, social, and theoretical demonstration of knowledge. Philosophy of music in
relation to musicology (Musikwissenschaft), as it is constituted in the 19th cen-
tury, advocates music as specific order (or effect) of specialized knowledge, or
discourse on music and by music within the domain of structuring the ordcr
(hierarchy) of presenting the knowledge of the 'very' science (musicology). It is
thc moment of a historically ncccssary division of an imaginary (i.e., musical
pre sentation outside the 'territory' of language) from scientilic (i.e., musicolog-
ical conceptuaiization that has to find the words for the music). This way the phi-
iosophy of music verifies 'its stake' (the philosophicai stake of legality of 'outer'
metaorder of sciences on art) as a stakc of the scientility of the 'very' science

lmusicology as science in relation to which the outer object is: music). During
the 19th century thc competencies of the theory of music, the appearing musi-
cology, and philosophy of music, were separatcd from music as art. Music as art
was presented as 'territory' without boundaries, bccausc, according to expecta-
tions and hopes, sklll (tekhne), knowledge (episteme), and pleasure (iouissanc'e)

were bounded within the fields of creating musical imaginary. Musical imagi-
nary was identified as 'inseparability' of subjectivity and rationality in repre-
sentation by tone. i.e., by authonomouss systems of mediating objccts of plea-
sure and knowledge based upon the tone.

On the contrary, theoretical approaches that come from a chain of interpre-
tation, built by literary formalism, structuralism , and poststructuralism6, show

5 Richard Leppert, Susan McCiary (eds), Mu,sic and Society.The Politics ctf'Cr.tontpo'
sition, Pe$brtncutce wtd Receptlon, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1996, p. XI-XIX'
r-t2, t2-62.

6 The term 'poststructuralism' has been used since the late 60's and designates: (1) an

immanent criticism of the structuralist theory by French theoreticians Jacques Derrida
(deconstruction), Jacques Lacan (theoretical psychoanalysis), Michel Foucault (discourse

analysis, archeology of knowledge, theories of sexuality, body, disease, power, and repres-
sion) , Roiand Barthes (textual theory, death of the subject, semiology, nanatology), Julia
Kristeva (semiotics, intertextuality, psychoanalysis), Philip Sollers (textual theory), Gilles
Deleuze and Felix Guattari (schizoanalysis, rhizome thcory), Jean-Francois Lyotard (post-

modern theory, theory of legitimate and 'le difl6rend'), Jean Baudrillard (simulation theo-
ry), although ihose authors did not use the term 'poststructuralism'; (2) reccption of French
critical theory after structuralism in thc United States, England, Eastern Europe, Germany
(German authors use the tcrm 'neostlxcturalism'); (3) the dominant theoretical acadcmic
discourse in the literary studies, film theory, visual art theory, women's studies, law, poli-
tics, and culture from the late 70's; (4) dominant 'family' of theories on postmodern art iuld

culture. Very roughly, the term 'poststructuralism' is characterized by: (a) criticism of for-
malism and reductionism in structuralism, (b) developing of specific interpretative theories

that do not demand a dominant discourse of philosophy with a meta-hierarchical classifica-
tion of sciences; (v) interest for history, contrary to structuralist ahistoricity, (g) bringing
near to one another of theoretical writing and speech to 'productive' potential of literary pro-
duction; (d) breaking with the mimetic relation of thinking and the text (criticism of logo-
centrism); (e) pointing to the signilicance of 'textual production'and'intertextuality'. See,

for example: RosalindCoward, John Ellis, Jezik i materijalizam (l,anguage and Materialisnt),
Zagreb, Skolska knjiga. 1985.
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that music is 'discourse'7, but it does not need to be a 'language' in a sense anal-

ogous to linguistics. Music is not organized according to utilitarian language. It
is an open, but systematicS, relation between:

- music as sound, spatial, temporal, and sense event (phenomenon);

- structure that represents music - this kind of structure9 is a characteristic
of listening, which by prelinguistic choice makes possible translation of
listening into language; and

- discoursive institutions - of a constitutive order of knowledge and power
which identifies music as art, as culture, and as a'social field'.

An examplel Works of absolute music are 'composed' neither according to
linguistic rules of structuring of exemplary-language (parole), nor according to
models of representing linguists system (i.e., relation parole-language). But
absolute music is a 'material way' of mediating individual, social, geographical,

and historical knowledge, concoptually comparable with mediating knowledge
by language. Music is not something (i.e., technique) outside or contrary to dis-

coursive knowledgc, to which knowledge is added by way of linguistic meaning,
as the expression of propositions, explanation, interpretation, or dispute, i'e., as

a foreign value sutplusl0 Therefore it is possible to cite Jacques Lacan, who in
relation to psychoanalytical technique said, and which we could apply to music:
"We argue that the tcchnique could not be understood, and accordingly it could
also not be properly applied if we don't know the concepts upon which they are

based. Our task will be to show that these concepts get their lull mcaning when

they are oriented to the field of language, only when they are ordered according

to the language function."ll
Next example! It seems that John Cage in his open works (on music, poet-

ry, life activitics) shows that music and art are not something given (particular

ontological presence). They are something that is by its realization inscribed into

the time sequence, and then it rcmains as a trace covered by other social traces.

Accorcling to Richard Leppert, Cage's approach to "silence" makes obvious
status of music as discourse: "My point is this: musical discourse necessarily

both precedes and succeeds the semantic quotient of any particular musical text.

Musical discourse operates, in other words, even in silence, a fact brilliantly
articulated years ago by John Cage, who made specific use of human sight as the

--l L*,r"*e Kramer, Mttsic as Cultnral Practice 1800-1900, Berkeley, University of
California Press, 1990, p. l-20.

B For the concepts of nonlinguistic systematic practice see: Julija Hristeva, ,,EksPan-
zija semiotike" ("semiotic Expansion"), Treti prograntbr.23, Beograd, 1974, p.329-331.

9 The application of Foucault's definition of 'structure'. Ibid - l, p. 196.
10 For inierpretation of the concept of 'value surplus' see in Zak Atali, Buka. Ogledi o

ekongmiji muz.ike-(Bntits. Essay sur I'iconomie politique de la musique), Beograd, IP Vuk-Ka-
rudaic, i983, p. 88-91. Jean Baudrillard, Simboliika railnena i sntrt (L'lchange symbolique

et la mort), Gornji Milanovac, Dedje novine, 1991, p. 44-55.
11 Zak Lakan, Spisi (izbor) (Ecrits), Beograd, Prosveta, 1983, p.26.
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problematizing agent of 'musical' silence - you had to 'be' there and 'see ' the
silence to know that what was happening was nonmusical musical. If musical
discourse functions even in silence, can the meaning of this 'silent precedent' be
demonstrated? How?"l2

ADORNO AND THE CRISIS OF MODERN (PHILOSOPHY)
OF MUSIC

\\'hat in this moment draws (my) attention in relation to Theodor W. Ador-
no's philosophy and sociology of music is his philosophy of "crisis." Adorno's
phiiosophical and aesthetical demand for music (art) is seen in understanding the
crisis of music (culture) in relation to the immanent evolution of music itself:
''Thc transformation oI musical elements, that once were bearcrs of expression,
into the material, the process which according to Schcjnberg constantly takes
place during history, today becomes so radical that it questions the possibility of
the cxprcssion itself."l3In order to conceptualizein relation to opera, the "cri-
sis" by thc conditions of non-musical transformations of classical vertical hier-
archical society into mass horizontal consumption culture: "Opera has bcen in tr

precarious situation since the moment when thc high bourgeois society which
supported it in its fully developed form, ceased to exist. ...Opera was founded on
so many conventions that it resounds into a vast emptiness as soon as these con-
ventions are no longer vouchsafed to the audience through tradition."l4 II these
prepositions are applied to the notion of acsthetics or philosophy of art, then it
could be said: "Although the aaesthetic discussion today necessary presupposes
the crisis of its general principles and norms, it should remain within the gen-

eral medium. It is not the aaesthetics' concert to surmount this contradiction.
It should accept and reflect this contradiction, following the theoretical need
categorically announced by art in the age of art's reflection."l5 And, then: "It
becomes clear that in art or in its relation to wholeness nothing is self-evident,
even art's right to existence."16
.. Jean-Francois Lyotard reconstructs Adorno's idea of the crisis of modern

artwork as following: "...modern artwork deserves its name when it gives the
form to some contradiction, and therefore is imperfect; and contradiction leads

l2 Richard Leppert, The Sight of Sound. Music, Representation, and the History of the

Body,Berkeley, University of California Press, 1993, p. 17.
l3 Thcodor Adorno, Fiktzffict nove rruzike (Philosophie der Neuen Musik), Beograd,

Nolit, 1968, p. 48.
14 Teodor Adorno, ,,Graclanska opera" ("Bourgeois Opcra"), Mttziiki talas br. 7-2,

Beograd, 1997, p. 58.
15 Theodor Adorno, ,,Estetidka teorija. Paralipomena" ("Asthetische Theorie"), in

AbdulahSardevid (ed),Estetiikateorijadanas.ldejeAdornoveestetiiketeorije,Sarajevo,IP
Veselin MasleSa, 1990. p.31 .

l6 TheodorAdorno, Estetiika teorija (AsthetischeTheorie), Beograd, Nolit, 1979, p. 25.
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to the destruction of the work."17 Modernity is interpreted as a transgression in

relation to the projected ideal of bourgeois society, i.e., in relation to the formu-

lated and finishedideal of European 'classical' music. This sense of transgres-

sion and decay is 'nostalgic' and, therefore, Adorno's Marxist (social, dialecti-

cal, historical, humanistic, German) critique is 'nostalgic metaphysics of music':

"Adorno's work, as well as Mann's ancl Schcjnberg's, is characterized by nostal-

gia. The Devil is nostalgia for God, impossible God, who is actually impossible

is God."18 But in Michel Foucault nostalgia could not be found: here it is a ques-

tion of fatalism of mimesis (representation), or proliferation -of images: "God

who so closely resembles Satan who cleverly imitates God."19 The turn from

Adorno's critital theory toward Foucault, i.e., toward poststructuralism, points

to the turn from nostalgic historical consciousness toward fatalistic representa-

tion of discursive institutions20.
That's why Adorno's thesis, if I intentionally forget 'nostalgia,' could_be

read in a dramatically different way from the one that is usually marked by his

obsession with the irisis of Modernity. The case of modern art and modern

music is not interpreted as an inherent and final crisis, but as an intention to

make self-reflexivlty understandable that nothing is self-evident. In relation to

any historical or geographical art, nothing is self-evident, including its rights to

exist. Then it is possibte to say that nothing in the history of music was self-evi-

dent/because music as such does not exist. There are specific social, historical,

andlgeographical conditions (institutions) available as traces2l of discoursive

practlces-that determine that which is identified as an institution of music as art

iit is what musicology is about), and music as culture (it is what ethnomusicol-

ogy is about). The idia of crisis22 is interpreted as initial 'power' in different and

iricomparabie paradigmas23 of the battlei that are a fight for soc_ial 'knowledge',

for example : 1i; relation of cosmological (Pythagorean) and utilitarian (Sophist)

17 Jean-Francois Lyotard, ,,Adorno kao davo" ("Adorno comme diavol0"), Delobr.
l-2-3, Beograd, 1989, p.166.

l8 tbi.t - 17. p 166.
19 Michel Foucault, "The Prose of Actaeon" (1964), Art pres,s no. 195, Paris, 1994, p 59.

20 y, 16i5 text I advocate the thesis on the discontinuity of Adorno's philosophy and

sociology of music in relation to poststructuralist-oriented musical theories' For a polemical

discussion of relations between Adorno's philosophy and poststructuralism (deconstruction)

i"", frlu.tln lay, Aclormt, Cambridge Mass, HarvirO University Press, 1984, p.2l-22 and

Fredric Jameson, Late Marxistn: Alclorrus or, the Persistence of the Dialectic, London, Verso,

1990, p. 9-10 and 254.'2'l 
Nenad Misdevi6, ,,Trag", in Bijeli ium. Snulije izflloz.ofiie jezika (White noise. Stuitlies

from philosophy of language), Dometi, Rijeka, 1978, p.20.' '22 accoriirg to thdmas Kuhn: "The significance of the crisis is in pointing to the-

fact that it is a moment for changing tools", S'in*ttrra nauinih revolucija (The Structure of
Scientific Revolfiions), Beograd, Nolit, 1974, p. 127.

2"3 According to Tho;as Kuhn: "Paradigm is that which members of one scientific

community sharc,"and vice versa, a scientific community consists of people who share same

paradigm", lbid - 22, P. 240.

&
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aesthetics of music in the Ancient Greek world; (b) the differcnce between
mathematicaUharmonically as universal and language as natural-social in Jean-
-Philippe Rameau's and Jean-Jacques Rousseau discussions; (c) contradictions
of Romanticism (subjectivity, genius, national) and of Positivism (scientific, fac-
tual. documentary) in the 19th century24, etc. History of music and history of the
phiiosophy of music are representcd as histories of crisis and transformations
caused by them.

Turn to intertextuality2s and, then, to interpretativc application of the scheme
of 'crisis of Modcrn' to earlier historical formations of Western music and
philosophy of music is possible. It is possible when and if we transgress by
discoursive analysis the given metalegalized26 'nostalgic' frame of Adorno's
critical philosophy of the modern age and music is reprcsented as a temporary
discoursive institution in 'close' relation to other (social, political, religious,
habitual, prociuctive, artistic) discoursive institutions. The hiatus of Adorno's
philosophical concept of crisis of music and the discursive analysis of music is
the'distance' between:

(a) representations of music that are requested by, in relation to music,
outer, transcendent, metalegitimated discourse of philosophy of music -
and this is an interpretative philosophically 'produced' surplus of value,
sense, and meaning; and

(b) representation of music as a discoursive institution which is acted out in
outer intertextual relations with other actual or historical cultural dis-
courses (here we are referring to markers that point to the way in which
a text reads and enters history, which means that a text is written by
other texts2T).

24 Edward Lipman, MusicalTltought in Ancient Greece, New York, Da Capo, 1975, p.
144, 45-86. E. Lippman, A History oJ Western Mttsical Aesthetics, Lincoln, University of
Nebraska Press, 1992, p. 84-98. Bojan Bujii (ed), Mu,sic in EuropeanThought 185 l-1912,
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1988, p.275-337.

25 According to structuralism, the meanings of a text are determined by its inner order.
Text is a closed order of signs. For a structuralist understanding of the text, see: J. M.
Lotman, Struktura tunetniikog teksta (Struktura hudoiestvennogo teksta), Beograd, Nolit,
1976,p.87-95. In poststructuralism the meanings of the text are determined by its relations
with other texts of the culture. Instead of a subject that creates meaning, the subject becomes
the effect or the function of the relations of the texts. Julia Kristeva coined the term inter-
textuality, developing Bachtin's term 'dialogue'. From the late 60's the ideal of intertextu-
ality is applied to literary theory, media (intermedial), visual art (interpicturality), film
(intercinematic), music (intermusical), etc. See: Zvonko Markovii, Magdalena Medarii,
Dubravka Orai6, Pavao Pavliiii (eds),lntertekstualnost & intennedijalnost (lntermediality &
I nt er t e xtuality), Zagr eb, Zav od za znanost o knjiZevnosti, I 98 8.

26 Zan-Fransoa Liotar, Postmoderno stanje (La condition posttnoderne), Novi Sad,
Bratstvo-jedinstvo, 1988, p. 5, 47 -52.

27 Frlip Solers, ,,semantidki stupnjevi jednog savremenog teksta" ("semantic lcvels of
a contemporary text"), Beograd, Delo br. 12, 1969, p. l33l-L332.
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Therefore, music is not represented as a formed, fixed 'sign' or closed 'text'
that presents (i.e., expresses, shows) the subject (i.e., composer, performer) for
another subject (i.e., listener, musicologist, philosopher), but:

1) A musical artwork represents (advocates) the subject for another musi-
cal, artistic, or theoretical work, i. e., a musical artwork represents the

subiect for all other musical, art, or theoretical works, i'e., for all other

discoursive instittttions of actual or historical society.28

2) Weather in the order of music, or art, theory or science (musicology, phi-
losophy), any 'elemcnt' doesn't function as a sign, without referring to
another element that is not simply present. This chain connecting makes

every element of music, art, or theory as a constituted beginning with
'traces' of other elements of the chain or system within it. This connect-
ing chain or net is text, produced only by the way of transformation of
other texts.29

The term 'advocating' (representation) has a specific meaning here. According
to prepositions 'a and b', a musical work is not identified as the final result of
the practice of 'creating' music. Musical work is identified as a 'mediator' or
'stake' in establishing the chain or nct pointing and indexing events, meanings,
senses, and values (for the subject) in relation to other tcxts. In other words:
Who am 'I' at the moment when I listen to Arnold Schcinberg's work. Expecta-

tion (Erwartung, 1909)? Am 'I' the one 'affected' by Schoenberg's 'states of
mind'by 'the very music event'?Am'I'the one 'afl'ected'only by the musical
artwork (musical 'substance') of Expectation by its 'inherent musical order' sep-

arated from Schoenberg's intentions, emotions or his 'spirituality'? Am 'I'thc
one who by listening inscribes30 him/herself into Expectation, from specific
"musical artwork"'always'creating new text3l? Or, am'I'someone or some-

thing created by the identification of intertextual relations inside Expectation

and intertextual relations of Expectation as complex musical text with other
works of modern music, world or history ol expressionistic culture? One possi-

ble poststructuralist answer is: this 'I' with all differentiating 'experiencc' and
'knowledge' is made possible oniy by identification representation of the 'I' by
thc musical artwork from other works of music, art, culture, philosophy, psy-

28 The interpretative model of musical artwork is derived analogue to the definition of
the 'function' of the signifier. Ibid - ll, p.298. Radoman Kordi6, ,,Oznaditclj i njegovo od-
rediSte" ("signifier and it's place'), rn Psihoanalitiiki diskurs (Psychoanalytic discourse),
Beograd, Naudna knjiga, 1997, p. 151-192.

29 Interpretative model of musical artwork is derived analogously the detinition of the
'function' of the text. Jaques Derrida, ,,semiologija i gramatologija (Razgovor sa Julijom
Kristevom)" ("S6miologii et grammatologie"), Razgovorl, Novi Sad, KnjiZevna zajednica
Novog Sada, 1993, p. 25-26.

30 Nenad Mi5devi6, ,,Upisivanje", in Bijeli ium, Ibid - 21, p. 20.
31 Roland Barthes, ,,Od dijela do teksta" ("De I'oeuvre au texte"), in Miroslav Beker

(ed), Suvremene knjiievne teorije,Zagteb, SNL, 1986, p. 181-186.
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choanalysis, theosophy, politics, i. e., for musical and non-musical representa-

tions oflfrightful, disintegration, savage, and other. This 'I' is an open intertex-

tual relation, changing wlth every listening, i.e., representing of the'I'by the

musical work for other works and texts in a synchronic as well as diachronic

sense.

THEORY, MUSICOLOGY, AND PHILOSOPHY

Theoretical penetration 'into' philosophy took place in the moment when

theory (and philosophy) problemattzedintegrating 'nostalgic'notion, ideal, ide-

ology, need,-or phantasrnof homogenous public, or culture of music and philos-

opliy of music. This raises the question of borders (the relation between center

and-periphery, hegemony and pluralism) of music, musicology, and philosophy

of music. It was astumed that homogenous 'public domain of music'ncver exist-

ed. It was that in differcnt historical momcnts, philosophy of music and music

world projected "universal horizon" of autonomous Sense of music as a discour-

sive institution.
In theoretical, non-musical and non-philosophical, productions of struc-

turalist and poststructuralist authors, 'theoretical' (textual, intertextual) ques-

tions are potid, and not 'philosophical' (holistic and logocentric) meta-questions

about 'music'. Ethnologist Claude L6vi-Strauss asks questions about conceptu-

al-structural musical compositions and myths in relation to compositions of
ethnological texts.32 Semiologist Roland Barthes intetprets his very private lan-

guage o"n music in relation to private and public body of the music (within thc

f,eti of signilier) and within the language (within the field of signified)J3

Philosophe-r Michel Foucault in the dialogue with composer Piene Boulez, asks

a questiron of paradoxical relation between contemporary music_ and the 'public

spirere'.34 Wiiter Philippe Sollers turns to representation of jazz in James

Jbyce's prose in order to thematize the dynamics of phenomenal and transcen-

dent in terms of visual and non-visual.35 And Edward W. Said, a theoretician

of culture, discusses music through interpretations of political mechanisms in

culture.36

32 Klod Levi-Stros, Mitologike l. Presno i peleno (Mythologiques. Le cru et le cuit),

Beograd, BIGZ, Prosveta, 1980, p.5-33.
" 

33 Roland Barthes, "Music's Body", inThe Responsibility of Forms. Critical Essays on

Music, Art and Representation,Berkeley, University of California Press, 1991, p.243'312'
i+ Mi.h.l Foucault, pierre Boulez, "Contemporary Music and the Public", in John

Rahn (ed), Perspectives on Musical Aaesthetics,New York, W.W. Norton & Company, 1991,

p. 83-89.
35 Patrick Ffrench, Tlrc Time of Theory. A History oJ' 'Tel Quet' ( I 960-1982), Oxford,

Clarendon Press, 1995, p.253-254."Phi1ippe Sollers, "Jazz",Tel Quel no. 80, Paris, 1979.

36 Edward W Said, Musical Elaboratiotts, London,Vintage, 1991'
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What has been happening within musicology in the 80's, then very rapidly
in the 90's, is a 'transgiession' in relation to the idealization of a formal and pos-

itive scientific horizon of musicology supported by legitimizing metalanguago

of musical philosophy and aaesthetic directed towards intertextuality and per-

formativity3T. Musicology crcated the situation in which it fought for, projectcd,
or phantaimagorically offered 'itself' a right to theoretically, semiologically,
cufiurologicalfu, deconstructivistically, psychoanalytically, oI even narratively,
ask non-rirusicological questions as well (questions of philosophy, as well as of
other social sciences or theory of cultures) on music, culture, politics, science,

philosophy, and, more importantly, about itself as science and theory in a- spe-

Liti. triitoiical moment oficience and theory. The effects of musical artwork are

iclentifled rather as 'outer' (socilri, contextual, meaningful) consequences, than

consequences of inner 'organic coherences'38, or the inner 'objective nature of
musicil artwork3e. The inner objectifying order of musical artwork (in Hans-

lick's words: music "...does not have any other content outside itself '40) is inter-
preted in relation to ref'erential 'outer' circumstanccs and possibility of multi-
ptyirg thc impact of 'outer', or 'public' social representations.4l Therefore,
musicology now faces the same problem as literary theory in the late 60's and

70's. ThJquestion is: how to provide the 'legitimate' to the discourse of music

as an art and to musicology as a science in relation to pre-musical, trans-musi-

cal, or non-musical discoursive institutions, when there is no dominant (ruling),

legitimate (valuable), universal (acceptable to all subjects of music and philos.o-

phly), and hegemonies (applied at the center as well as at the margin) m_eta-dis-

iou.se of philosophy of music? And in relation to musicology the following
question iiasked: how do we naturalize the 'ideal' fictional order of formal and

&act music sciences (i.e., theory of music, theory of forms, harmonic analysis,

musicology as their interpretative historical theory) through social sciences and

philosophical interpretations ?

By naturalization42 I point to the process of introducing certain terms,
which are outside the science or inside some specific science, into the form so

37 Shoshana Felman, Skandal tijela u govoru. Don Juan s Atrstinom ili zavodenje na dva

ieziku lLe scanclale tlu corps parLant),Zagreb, Naklada MD, 1993." 38 Edward Lippman, "Theories of Inherent Musical Law", in A History oJ Western

Mttsical Aaesthetici,Lincoln, University of Nebraska Press, 1992, p.393-397.
39 Ibia - 36, "order and organization", p. 414436.
40 Eduard Hanslik, O muziiii lepom (Vom Muzikalischschdnen), Beograd, BIGZ, 1911 

'
p. 167.- 

41 Ludvig Vitgen5tajn, Filoz.ofska istral,ivanja (Philosophische Untersuchtrngen-),B.eo-

gracl, Notit, 1910, p: l11."Critic o1'"'private language' and 'unspoken knowledge' after late

60i.i b..o-"s the basis of 'externalized' and 'antiformalist' discussion of art: Jessica Prinz,

Art Discourse / Discortrse ln Arl, New Brunswick NJ, Rutgers University Press, 1991, p. 169'
42 Matial Potrd, "Why Syntactic Naturalization of Belief Will not Do", in Intention-

ality ancl Exiension, Ljubljana, Acta Analytica, 1989, p. 159. The _question 
of naturalization

of musicology with huminisiic sciences-was initiatecl by Rose Rosen-gard Subotnik, De-

velopingVar"iitions. Stltle anr)ldeology inWestern Music, Minneapolis, University of Minne-
sota Press, 1991, p. XVilI.

A"
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that it is possible to investigate it by other institutionalized sciences. Naturali-
zation has actually been applied from thc historical beginnings of musicology,

but only in one historical moment the problem of naturalization is interpreted as

a dominant problem of the relation between musicology, philosophy and theo-

retical disciplines of art, culture, and science, Passing from one discipline into

another is not without transformations of those disciplines, as well as the shiff
ing referential term,43

Then, implicitly, the philosophy of music, in turn, undergoes transforma-

tion, influenced by (in terms of information science, /e edback, or in psychoana-

lytical terms countertransJer) musicology as a 'theory'44 and from the musical
'scene'45 as a discoursive art institution. Philosophy of music does not disappear

in an epochal cataclysm, as was believed in the age of revolutionary modernism
(avant-garde), or transforming itself into fragmentary theories, as was believed

in the age after modern, but instead, it gets its philosophical righta6 by:

1) emphasizing the performative aspects of philosophy - it seems as if phi-
losophy by theatrically deriving discourse returns logocentric thought,

separated and autonomous in relation to the body, to the very action (i.e.,

hearing, reading, listening) body of philosopher;a7

43 Marcelin Pleynet, ,,Slikarstvo i strukturalizam" ("Painting and Structuralism"), u

Ogledi o savremenoj umetnosti, Beograd, Muzej savremene umetnosti, 1985, p. 20.
44 The new, poststructuralist, or postmodern musicology are those based on: (1) critic

and deconstruction of musicological objectivism and general idea of autonomy of music and

science, or music theory, (2) nattralization of musicology by poststructuralist theories
(by psychoanalytical theory, semiology, textual theory, and intertextuality, deconstruc-

tion,-diicursive analysis, archeology of the knowledge, schizoanalysis, etc.); (3) naturaliza-
tion of musicology, ethnomusicology, cultural studies, studies of mass or media culture, the-

ory of ideology, and political theory, (4) naturalization of musicology, and, primarily, histo-

ry of music, 6y theories of postmodern culture and art, i.e., by establishing the postmodern

interdisciplinary relations betwe_en musicology, theatrology, film theory, visual art theory,

literary tlieory; (5) musicologfcal discussions of modern and postmodern music, i'e., by
relation of modern and postmodern art and culture; (6) naturalization of musicology by
feminist theory, or, more general, gender studies, theories of sexuality, and body; (7) decon-

struction of philosophy, or aesthetics of music by musicological theories, etc. Introductory
books: Susan McClary, Feminine Endings: Music, Gender, and Sexualiry, Minneapolis, Uni-
versity of Minnesota Press, 1991. Lawrence Kramer, Classicrtl Music and Postmodern

Knowledge, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1995. Rose Rosengard Subotnik,
Deconstructive Variations. Music anr) Reason inWestern Society, Minneapoiis, University of
Minnesota Press, 1996.

45 Zak Derida,,,Frojd i scena pisanja" ("Freud et la sc6ne de l'6criture"), in Obrad

Savii (ed), Filozofsko iitanje Frojda. Beograd, IICSSOS, 1988, p. 414455. Analogously to

the idea of 'scene of writing' the idea of 'scene of music' is derived.
46 Jacques Derrida, ,,O pravu na filozofiju" ("On Right to Philosophy"), Tre(i progrant

br. 40, Zagreb, 1993, p. 61-87.
47 Percr Sloterdijk, Mislilac na pozornici (Der Denker auf Der Buhne), Sarajevo, IP Ve-

selin Masle5a, 1990.
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2) by philosophical entering into music, i. e., into the opera "discourse" -
here in question is the transformation by which philosophy is naturalized
by a specific science (for example, psychoanalysis), and by which it is
prepared to enter the opera4S "speech", and opera in this case should be

repiesented as the relation of differentiating literary, theatrical, musical
texts.

3) by naturalization of philosophical text as speculative and fragmentary by

musicological or some other 'horizon' of scienceness;

4) by nomadic moving of philosophy of music and musicology toward mu-

sic as a symptom4g of culture by postcritics5O;

5) by representation of philosophy of music as 'white sound' (i. e., simul-
taneous posthistorical canceling accordance... with all discourses of phi-
losophy); or 'black sound'51 (simultaneous on nonaccordance of dis-
courses of philosophy) in relation to musicology, ethnomusicology,
music worlds, history of music and music artwork;

6) by establishing philosophy as nanative textual production that permits
the philosopher to 'speak' the music - the idea of the relation between

music and philosophy is redefined as a relation between a 'sound text'
and 'reading' system (i.e., listening transformed into the practice of read-

ing in relation to writing)52;

7) by pointing out that philosophy interprets metaphysics by representing

the borders of metaphysics in different institutions of representation,
expression, and advocating53 - the complex intertextual relation between

music, culture, and the science of music is deconstructed as one of the

basic orders of Western metaphysics, etc.

Therefore, /e edback or countertransfbr of musicology, or other differentiat-
ing cultural theories in relation to philosophy does not mean to deny philosophl'
the 'right' tq.music. It means to 'deny' the intertextual 'right' of theory to an

48 Mladcn Dolar, Slavoj ZlZek leas;, Filozolija v operi, Ljubljana, Analecta (Problemr-

-Razprave), 1993. Slavoj Ziiek(ed), Fitozrfija v operi II: ShnptomWagner, Problemi 5t. 4.

Ljubljana, 1996.
49 Zak-AlenMiler, ,,Uvod u udenje ZakaLakana" ("Introduction in Jacques Lacan"),

Treei program br.68, Beograd, 1986, p.217. Out of psychoanalytical term'symptom'I
develop the idea of 'music-symptom'.

50 Gregory Ulmer, "The object of Post-criticism", in Hai Foster (ed), Postmodern

Culture, London, Pluto Press, 1983, p. 83-110.
51 Marjorie Perloff, "Music for Words Perhaps: ReadingA{earing/Seeing John Cage's

Roaratorio" in Postmodern Genres, Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1989, p.224-
,r<

52 Reconstructed from Louis Marin, ,,Elementi za slikovnu semiologiju" ("Elements

of Pictural Semiology"), Dontetibr. 1-9, Rijeka, 1981, p.39.
53 David Carroll, Pctraesthetics. Foucault, Lyotard, Derrida, New York, Methuen, 1987,

p.185-188.
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insatiable relation between philosophy and music, i.e., 'projection' of intertex-
tual and intermusical 'right' of music54 onto the changing, open and insatiable
indexes of relation between music, musicology, ethnomusicology, cultural theo-
ry, and philosophy.

54 The notion of 'right' of music to theory, i.e., to philosophy I didn't interpreted in
this discussion. However, many books, studies, and papers written within the context of the

Department of Mqsicology and Ethnomusicology of the Belgrade Faculty of Music, dis-
cussed this question\ First of all, I will mention the book by Mirjana Veselinovii-Hofman,
Fragmenti o muziikoj postmoderni (Fragments on Musical Postmodernity), Novi Sad, Matica
srpska, 1997, as well as papers published in the anthology Exclusivity and Coexistence,Bel-
grade, Faculty of Music, 1997. Also, I will mention papers by students of fourth and fifth
year of musicology (school year 1997-98), who explicitly or implicitly ask and resolved the
questions of relation between musical artwork and poststructuralist interpretative models:

Bojana Cveji6, ,,Neki tipovi i tehnike prikazivanja kod Strausa" (''Certain types and tech-

niques of representation in Strauss' work"), Ivana Stamatovii ,,Erik Sati: Sport i razonoda.
Moguii uglovi razmatranja" ("Erik Satie, Sports et divertissemenrs. Possible approaches"),
Ivana Jankovi6, ,,Karlheinz Stockhausen, Aus Den Sieben tagen" i Jelena Novak ,,Postmo-
derna opera - Sludaj Filipa Glasa" ("Postmodern Opera: Phiiip Glass Case").
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